A meeting was held at the Beverly Hills, California Office of Pat Boone at 10:00
AM, February 21, 2011. In attendance were Pat Boone, Daryl Temkin, and Tom
Tamarkin. The following points were discussed in detail:
CC: Dr. Gerald Schroeder























Current "alternative energy" will not meet the world wide energy requirements by
2050. Project 95% shortfall. This includes all energy industry sectors including
transportation, commercial, industrial, residential, agriculture, and potable water
production and transportation.
Fossil fuels are finite and we will begin to run out in our children's and certainly
grand children's life time.
The United States has 4% of the world population and consumes 28% of world
energy. This holds other people and nations down. For all nations of the world to
have a decent standard of living approaching 75% of the U.S. standard of living
would require that we increase world wide energy production by over 5 times.
Geopolitical stability world wide will be effected due to many countries attempting
to insure their energy supplies (ate the expense of other countries;) energy wars
are inevitable.
Alternative energy sources are good and should be developed but that alone can
give people a false sense of security.
Emphasis needs to be put on solving energy, not global warming caused by man.
(solve energy correctly and the global warming argument goes away.)
Long term solution is commercialization and deployment of controlled nuclear
fusion (CNF) with a long term eye on matter anti matter energy conversion.
No serious CNF work is now going on in the United States except that required
by our ITER responsibilities and the NIF project at Lawrence Livermore Labs (a
$4 billion NNSA nuclear weapons stockpile stewardship project, left over from the
"Star Wars Weapon program."). Most high energy experimental physics projects
have been discontinued in the U.S.; the Superconductor Collider Center in Austin
Texas is a famous example which has gone over seas.
American politicians are for the most part unaware of CNF. Further they have
little "stomach" for a 15 to 20 Billion dollar project which will not yield fruit for 8 to
15 years.
The government, per se, will have a difficult time funding this effort short of some
non voluntary tax.
Foreign governments and established fossil fuel companies will initially oppose
and discredit this project for self serving reasons.
The U.S. is in a state of rapid decline (we are on fire.)
A fusion development program could be the JFK moon race challenge of this
decade to rebuild America, its education, values, and sense of moral
purposefulness.
Launching this program is a moral responsibility and duty of America; billions of
people will perish in 50 years if we do not. The State of Israel is the world's
moral compass. Israel should be involved on some basis; initial to advocate the
urgent need based on the facts surrounding “green energy” as we know it today.
Talmud & Chasidic Tanya teaches us that Israel is not a state or geographic
location per se, but rather the collection of all Jews (Jacob) throughout the world.
When one country outside Israel has significant percentage of the world wide
Jewish population, that country assumes the responsibilities and accountabilities
























of Israel as set forth by G-d and handed down to the Israelites at Sinai. Today,
that country is the United States of America as our Jewish population is ever so
slightly greater than the State of Israel. This is the root of America’s unshakable
bond with the State of Israel, the first flowering of our redemption.
An Israeli university should be engaged to conduct the projected supply and
demand study USCL commissioned a U.S. scientist to do with greater academic
rigor. This will show the world the seriousness of the problem and Israel's
contribution to making the world a better place for all peoples. In conjunction with
the Internet, social media, etc., Israel will lead the healing process between the
uneducated poor people in the Islamic and other developing countries. This
needs to begin now as the Arab nations surrounding Israel are collapsing as a
result of Internet triggered citizen revolutions.
The Bible says in the first few lines of Genesis (1:3-4) that there are two forms of
light (and energy,) the optical (Sun and Moon) and the divine (the light & energy
of the creation.) The divine is reserved for a time when mankind becomes
righteous.
Dr. Gerald Schroeder touched on the theme of good, evil, and the need to give
back in a recent presentation at a Chabad lecture.
The current energy producing and delivering business enterprises and countries
have been immoral to an extent by maximizing profit and withholding this
information from the people.
A group of wealthy business executives have come together pledging a large
percentage of their fortunes to charity in The Giving Pledge.
An Energy Solution Development trust should be formed and funded in part from
this group which will collectively be giving between 10 to 20 billion dollars to
charities to make a better world.
The people of America need to know much of this information.
Tom Tamarkin and USCL began this effort in Q1 2001 and are absolutely 100%
dedicated to the successful outcome of EnergyCite® and getting the United
States back on track along with reversing the world wide image of Israel.
USCL and EnergyCite® is a prime vehicle to do this by providing energy
awareness information and media content into a large proportion of American
homes. This can include positive information about Israel and its leadership
position as a "light to all nations" in conjunction with its contributions in science
and project management.
The heart of the EnergyCite® program is the utility to customer data
communication network and related real time meter data which is the subject of a
granted U.S. patent and pending in the EU, China, and Israel. There are also
significant pending claims as the subject of a "Continuation" from the granted
patent. The patent itself it very valuable as it will produce ongoing revenues from
utilities.
A grass roots bottom up approach will be used to get the people of America
involved. Real time feed back will be presented to the people on an interactive
basis providing total transparency and progress feedback through the
EnergyCite® energy "social media."
USCL is working on raising additional monies to fund a new book by Dr. Gerald
Schroeder for now titled "The Light of the Creation; Nature's Choice for
Energy." This book would be the fifth book by Dr. Schroeder on science,
morality, and theology.
Mr. Boone asked if we could arrange a meeting at Mr. Boone's office with Dr.
Schroeder and Tom Tamarkin some time between 22 February and March 10th.

Tom Tamarkin said he would do his very best to make that happen. Mr. Boone
will be out of time from this Thursday through Sunday afternoon.
The following was either asked or alluded to but due to meeting time constraints was not
addressed:


Can the fusion development time line be shortened with more funding? The short
answer is yes. The ITER solution is not a good solution. Dr. Rob Goldston (in the
Princeton Plasma Physics Lab video) and Tom Tamarkin came up with a good
idea last week (confidential.) The concept is for America to buy out as many of
the ITER's country partners as possible so that the US holds all the cards and
can accelerate work on a practical program as opposed to a large multi-country
science fair project that will not provide results for two decades. This would
enhance America's stature as a solid responsible super power and Israel would
be intimately involved. Off the record Dr. Goldston believes this can be done
politically although it could be tricky. Most of the partnership countries are broke
themselves and can not afford to pay their dues and fulfill there research and
building responsibilities (ITER is over 20 years late...) Effectively buying out ITER
is a good idea, but again the work can be done independently from ITER as a
matter of National Security for the U.S. and Israel. Israeli Science Minister Dr.
Yuval Ne'eman advocated this development in Israel in 1990 but could not get
traction because of the required amount of capital required to do the project. Dr.
Ne'eman was the mentor of Israeli scientist Dr. Shalom Eliezer with whom Tom
Tamarkin remains in contact, and he is one of the world's leading researchers in
this field along with Dr. Goldston.



USCL/EnergyCite® can be up and running with the EnergyCite® component in
less than 6 months and at a very modest investment cost.
USCL/EnergyCite® can get into positive cash flow and start generating
significant recurring revenues within 12 months. It becomes somewhat of a
"cash cow." Profits will be invested into the fusion avocation plan.



Respectively submitted.
Tom Tamarkin
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